The location-sensing technology is core technology for location based services and applications. In these days Localization for mobile handset devices are gaining huge importance in various fields, they are globally useful, such as navigation, advertisements, safety security and also observation of tracking. This paper presents various techniques for location-sensing method, called a cell Id based location positioning method and its positioning accuracy estimation. In addition this paper proposed Geolocation technique which is used to track a specific user without permissions. This includes tracking, reading call history, past location history, reading SMS. To evaluate proposed system this paper implemented location-sensing technique on Android-based phones. There are different ways how information about the location of a mobile device is generated. This paper explains the state of art technology of WiFi and Cell Id based positioning and describes some of its applications. By knowing how location data is collected and processed the reader understands how location-based solutions work. Some examples are given at the end of the paper.
INTRODUCTION
The idea behind WiFi and Cell-ID positioning is to exploit the knowledge of GSM-Cell's or Access Points' (APs) geographic position and to calculate the position of a mobile device out of this data. It is an advantage that the infrastructure of needed for Cell-ID and WiFi based positioning already is installed almost everywhere in the world. Often location-based services are useful in urban areas. There the density of WiFi Access Points and GSM-Cells is very high. Therefore the positioning is accurate enough to meet today's standards.
To Geolocate, it has several techniques, they are GPS [2] , WiFi and GSM Cell-ID.
GPS
GPS [2] is considered one of the most well-known localization techniques, it is not available in many cell phones, requires direct line of sight to the satellites, and consumes a lot of energy, and it doesn't work inside the buildings, subways. We can't locate our self in the subways and in the buildings. Therefore, research for other techniques for obtaining cell phones location has gained momentum fueled by both the users' need for location-aware applications and government requirements, e.g. FCC [3] . City-wide WiFibased localization for cellular phones has been investigated in [3] , [4] and commercial products are currently available [6].
WiFi
However, WiFi chips, similar to GPS [2] , are not available in many cell phones and not all cities in the world contain sufficient WiFi coverage to obtain ubiquitous localization, and far less accuracy compared to GPS. Similarly, using augmented sensors in the cell phones. e.g. accelerometers and compasses, for localization have been proposed in. However, these sensors are still not widely used in many phones.
GSM-Cell ID
GSM-based localization [3] , [5] , [11] , [12] by definition, is available on all GSM-based cell phones, which presents 80-85% of today's cell phones, works all over the world, and consumes minimal energy in addition to the standard cell phone operation. Many research works have addressed the problem of GSM localization, including time-based systems, angle-of-arrival based systems, and received signal strength indicator (RSSI) [8] based systems. Only recently, with the advances in cell phones, GSM-based localization systems have been implemented. These systems are mainly RSSIbased as RSSI information is easily available to the user's applications. Since RSSI is a complex function of distance, due to the noisy wireless channel, RSSI-based systems usually require building an RF fingerprint of the area of interest. A fingerprint [5] stores information about the RSSI received from different base stations at different locations in the area of interest. This is usually constructed once in an offline phase. During the tracking phase, the received RSSI at an unknown location is compared to the RSSI signatures in the fingerprint and the closest location in the fingerprint is returned as the estimated location. Constructing the fingerprint is a time consuming process. However, this is typically done in a process called war driving, where cars scan the streets of a city to map it. Current commercial systems, such as Skyhook, Google's MyLocation and StreeView services already perform scanning for other purposes. Therefore, constructing the fingerprint for GSM localization can be piggybacked on these systems without extra overhead.
Cell Location Resolution
A GSM Cell ID (CID) [3] is a generally unique number used to identify each (BTS) or sector of a BTS within a Location area code (LAC) if not within a GSM network.
In some cases the last digit of CID represents cells' Sector ID. 
Every GSM cell (BTS) is identified by 4 numbers

EXISTING SYSTEM
In previous GSM location based technique [1] ,they proposed a probabilistic fingerprinting based technique for GSM localization. The CellSense probabilistic technique provides more accurate localization. However, constructing a probabilistic fingerprint is challenging, we need to stand at each fingerprint location for a certain amount of time to construct the signal strength histogram. This adds significantly to the overhead of the fingerprint construction process.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this project, proposed the GSM phone localization by sniffing the Cell Ids with more accuracy. In addition also implementing to reading past location history, call history, SMS.
To evaluate proposed system also implemented locationsensing technique on Android-based phones. There are different ways how information about the location of a mobile device is generated. This paper explains the state of art technology of WiFi and Cell Id based positioning and describes some of its applications.
By knowing how location data is collected and processed the reader understands how location-based solutions work. Some examples are given at the end of the paper
THE GEO LOCALIZATION SYSTEM
This paper investigates the Location based techniques in various methods, it uses Google indexing power, it works using google cars, these are the cars that build google street views and takes pictures of street views. The google cars not only taking pictures but also index all WiFi access points and all GSM BTS. They have complete data base of GSM [2] cells and all android users also. All android users are updating to this very large google date base. Our proposed system divided into small modules, they are given as bellow. 
Cell location resolution
There is a Google API which is quite confidential. Try to run google map in android mobile with GPS and WiFi disabled. Now android mobile will only be able to geo locate using GSM. Google API is used to geolocate. 
Reverse Engineering
Sniffing GSM network
By mapping the entire GSM network in given area using sniffing, every single BTS broadcast its cell id and locationary code, by sniffing all LAC and CID'S from given network can be collected. This can be done following,
To sniff a given GSM Band, steps are explained below,  SDR (Software Defined Radio).
In order to achieve use the "AIR Probe project" which is a project for GSM sniffing. Scan the frequency to find out all the different BTS with GNU RADIO. Few simple steps are explained below Here is the result from the demodulated capture The above result was taken as an XML file and applied a filter in order to only to keep the packets with CELL IDS. Here in the capture four different BTS broadcasts with MCC MNV LAC and CID.
From the demodulated results, mapping according to the above result. 
Attack Vectors
Android uses a specific logging facility and it is quite unknown. Unfortunately enable by default. Android has 3 or 4 different logs depends on the phone model. These logs are not plain text files like in Unix or Linux. These logs are in fact circular memory buffers. It means they have very unique size. These logs are handles by Character device. Files like character device drivers in linux and these drivers are not easy to handle. There is a built in tool in every single android phone. Which will help us to manage or to read these logs.
Log is a logging class that you can utilize in your code to print out messages to the LogCat. These are character device files, the system log, the radio log, the main log and the events log. In logcat utility look at log size using logcat,  -b: to select a given log  -g: to query the character device for its size By looking at the contents of the log file, we can notice the following, From the image file, the complete data is in binary format. Now have a look at the radio log in the below image, it showing a logcat with the radio log in Verbose modem to show the time -v , and -s is to set a filter on the log. In order to have only the log files from the RIL (Radio Interface Layer) Daemon which is Daemon that handles the GSM chip on android phone. The MCC and the MNC of the operator can be find at the end of the line, and in other lines with the keyword registration state, it has LAC and the CID. It has two different CID's and the corresponding time in the logs that means it has complete history during the day.  Remote (here remote means remote vulnerability).
Remotely using local vulnerability and a bit social engineering.
Physical Attack
 Connect the victims phone to the attack computer via USB  Requires:
 -Physical access to the victim's phone for a few seconds
Works even if the victims phone is locked ( Using USB debugging function).
Remote Attack
 Remotely spy the victim  Malware application who abuse either -User trust -Android security model Requires a bit of social engineering ( or not )This will allow you to spy the victim using malware ,the best way to do this is to install malware in phone .Which will abuse either trust of the user or the android security model. This will require a bit social engineering. How does security works with android ? When a user download an application from the android market, it will ask you for the require permissions. An application can't use permission which is not declared in manifest file. This is fine grade permission model which is far more secure than the iphone application. For this Java codes are helpful. With internet access the application will be able to report users location.
1 st Attack
 Use both permissions:
-Internet permission is needed for free ad sponsored application.
-Official Geolocation permission is needed for location aware applications In 1 st attack, use both permissions, most users don't care permissions and will install a game which uses the location permission and the internet permission even that game isn't related to those permissions. Because Internet permission is needed for free ad sponser application. Geolocation permission is needed for location aware application.
2 nd Attack
Use the radio logs: -Instead of using Geolocation API, use radio logs of a user to collect the Cell Ids -Write Result in to the system log(no permission needed) -Voluntarily crash the application when needed (no permission needed!)
-If the user reports the crash, System log is sent to the developer using integrated google feedback client. 2 nd attack is based on radio logs, instead of using android location API only read radio logs, it requires only read logs permissions to collect different LAC and Cell IDs. Write those results in the system logs and permissions not required to write in to system log because this is use for debugging. Voluntarily crash the application when needed, If the user reports the crash, System log is sent to the developer using integrated google feedback client. It doesn't require any internet access to remotely collect the CIDs, It use the Integrated feedback client. -Where did phone calls take place? -Where were SMS sent/received? -Recovery of deleted SMS and calls Proposed system can do more than the geolocate a user, there are much more interesting information in radio logs and other logs. All call history data and SMS data are encoded in PDU format. By decoding the information we can read them. Even able to recover deleted SMS and delete call history. Length of the history depend on log filling, if the user has moved quickly for the last hours or as sent several text messages and only few phone calls, the log will fill very quickly. If the user hasn't travelled a lot, hasn't phoned a lot it will take whole day to recovery the day. Log size can be changed using logcat tool. Now it has complete geolocation, calls and SMS tracking nearly no permission needed.
Spying Users
HOW TO ROTECT YOURSELF
 Carefully look at the applications using NDK ( apk archives embedding .so files )  Don't install any applications requiring READ_LOGS 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Collect the different cell Ids, and resolve the cell ids in latitude and longitude and build a google map with all the different positions in the day. They are associated with date and time. This was in last august A User have leaved the walk at 20/6 and arrived home at nearly 14 minutes after. But a user stayed at home up to 11 PM, a user went back to home after walk, a complete 5 hours of history shown in the below figure.
Fig 4: Dumping and viewing a user's past location history
CONCLUSION
In this paper, several important issues explained for the GSM cell phones localization and proposed new methods to geolocate, and presented the details of the system and how it constructs the geolocation without incurring any additional overhead.
This paper implemented a system on Android-based phones and compared it to other GSM-localization systems.
In addition this paper proposed Geolocation technique which is used to track a specific user without permissions. This includes tracking, reading call history, past location history, reading SMS.
The Future scope for this paper can be possible by extending this system in different directions including using parametric distributions, clustering of fingerprint locations, experimenting with larger datasets, comparison with other city-wide commercial systems, targetting low-end phones [19] , among others.
